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Quarantine in Ceuta and Malta in the
travel writings of the late eighteenthcentury Moroccan ambassador Ibn
Uthmân Al-Meknassî
Malika Ezzahidi

Introduction

Interest in public health on the southern littoral of the Mediterranean
Sea began to decline by the end of what is considered as the golden age
of medieval Islamic medicine between the eighth and the thirteenth
centuries. Before this occurred, hospitals (bîmâristâns) had played a
central role in the treatment of the sick in major Islamic cities.1 In the
case of Morocco, for example, Marrakech and Fez hospitals flourished
during the Almohad (1147–1269) and the Marinid (1269–1465) eras.
The same applies for Egypt’s Qalawun Hospital in Cairo, built in the
1280s, which could provide care for up to 8,000 patients. Separate
quarters in these hospitals were reserved so that the people with contagious diseases could be isolated from other patients. Many Islamic
cities had been also equipped with sophisticated water supply and
sewage systems, while the so-called hisba administration dealt with the
supervision of food weight, price and quality in markets, the control of
the sacrifice of animals in slaughterhouses and the organisation of street
cleansing – keeping a close eye on public morality too.2 Finally, the great
Islamic physicians enjoyed a wide reputation throughout Western
Europe, where their influence was spread by an abundant literature that
testified to the vitality of Arab-Muslim medicine.
In contrast with Islamic decline, in Europe strict and stringent
sanitary measures were pioneered following the Black Plague – measures which had an enormous demographic impact on the entire
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Mediterranean area during the fourteenth century and beyond. Yet it
was only from the seventeenth century that maritime quarantine –
generally understood as an isolation period for men, vessels and cargos
– came to be seriously applied in almost all Mediterranean ports of
Europe.3 This helped to limit the number of epidemic cycles and later
contributed to the disappearance of the plague, which by contrast continued to be widespread throughout the East until the 1840s.4 Certainly, maritime quarantine was also known and implemented from the
eighteenth century in various Islamic countries, as European commercial expansionism began to be felt and local rulers sought to stop the
epidemic risk associated with its progression. As Nancy E. Gallagher
has shown for the case of Tunisia, the beys refused entry of foreign
vessels arriving from countries struck by plague to local ports from at
least 1722 and armed conflicts developed occasionally with states such
as Venice over disagreements on quarantine measures.5 But, in practice, maritime quarantine in Islamic countries was neither widespread
geographically, nor uncontroversial beyond minority groups favourable
to modernisation.
Only a handful of first-person accounts of Muslims who were
subjected to quarantine in the eighteenth century have been identified by historians. This chapter analyses those contained in the travel
writings of the Moroccan ambassador Ibn Uthmân Al-Meknassî (d.
1799). Al-Meknassî acted as a prominent agent intervening in the multiple and complex foreign policy affairs that characterised the reigns
of the sultans Muhammad III (1757–1790) and Moulay Slimane
(1792–1822).6 His diplomatic activities explained his frequent travels
throughout the Mediterranean to Spain, Italy, Malta or the Ottoman
Empire, which served as the basis for three classic travel diaries
(rihlas). In them, Al-Meknassî devoted only a handful of paragraphs
to his experiences on quarantine, but they nevertheless give an invaluable account of the reactions of a Muslim and a diplomat to the antiepidemic measures routinely imposed on the northern shores of the
Mediterranean. Through the analysis of these short excepts, referring
to the quarantine he endured at Spain’s Ceuta and Malta’s Valletta,
I will try to show how the Moroccan ambassador was alive to the
political as well as the medical implications of quarantine either in the
relations with European countries, or within Moroccan society and
power elites.
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A glimpse of epidemics and quarantine in
eighteenth-century Morocco

During the eighteenth century, Morocco, like the rest of the Islamic
countries, remained hesitant and somewhat inattentive to the development of sanitary measures needed to protect the population from the
importation of ‘exotic’ epidemics. Throughout this century, the Alawite
sultanate had to face cycles of plague7 which limited demographic and
economic growth and provoked crises of which chroniclers left accurate
descriptions.8 After the severe outbreak during Moulay Ismail’s reign,
which struck in the years 1678–80, Morocco showed signs of recovery,
despite the fact that the disease was still diffused in Algeria and Tunisia
until the end of the century. However, the epidemic reappeared again
in March 1742, coming across the eastern border with Algeria, first
striking Taza (a small city in the northeast) and subsequently spreading
to all of the main northern cities including Tetouan, Asilah and Tangier.
Due to the civil war waged between the Alawite crown princes from
Moulay Ismail’s death in 1727 until the late 1740s, the armies, moving
from Tetouan and Tangier toward Fes, contributed to the propagation
of the epidemic in other regions of the country.9 Taking the city of
Tangier as an example, its chroniclers narrated how it was savagely hit
by plague between 1742 and 1744, with the number of victims ranging
between thirty to forty persons a day and rising up to seventy during
summer, according to Henri-Paul Joseph Renault, a French doctor who
carried out research on the history of Arab and Islamic medicine, especially in Morocco.10 Nonetheless, the most serious plague epidemic
which struck the country occurred in 1799–1800, during Moulay Slimane’s reign.11 The city of Marrakech, for example, lost 50,000 of its
60,000 inhabitants according to the French hygienist Lucien Raynaud,
who published a classic book on the history of medicine and public
health in Morocco.12 The Spanish traveller Domingo Badía/Ali Bey el
Abbasi, during his visit in 1803, would describe the city as ‘deserted by
the scourge of plague’, estimating its population as a meagre 30,000
people.13 Ibn Uthmân Al-Meknassî would himself die in the course of
this epidemic, as I will mention later.
In these tragic circumstances, the makhzen (central government)
often took practical measures to reduce the risk of contagion: the isolation of patients, sometimes the incineration of contaminated buildings,
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but also the evacuation of cities, without forgetting, of course, the
ample use of traditional and ‘religious medicine’ (the so-called ‘medicine of the Prophet’).14 Everything showed that these measures were
not as effective as those applied in the European quarantine systems.
However, when political stability returned to Morocco during the reign
of Muhammad III, the first steps were slowly taken to develop a similar
system in the country. For example, the Peace and Commerce Treaty
signed with Spain in 1767 established that the Moroccan vessels arriving to Spanish ports would undergo quarantine ‘unless Spanish consuls
[in Morocco] have given security of its perfect health condition’.15 But
it would only be at the beginning of Moulay Slimane’s reign that the
European consular representatives in Tangier set up in 1792–93 a Junta
de Cónsules (consular board) to discuss all kinds of affairs which affected
them in common, including the eventual quarantine measures that
would be advisable to take against the arrival of epidemics to the city
and the country in general.16 The Junta succeeded, for example, in
forcing the sultan to set up a sanitary cordon on the border with Algeria
in 179317 and around the cities of Melilla and Tetouan in 1799.18 One of
the forts of Tangier was designated in April 1799 as a site for the observation of passengers debarking in the city.19 The consular board preceded the International Sanitary Council that was set up in Tangier on
the 28 April 1840, an organ which received a delegation of Sultan
Moulay Abderrahman ibn Hicham for ‘maintaining the public health
upon the coast of this Empire, to make all rules and take all measures
to reach this end’.20 Over the following years, the board extended its
activities to the rest of the Moroccan ports open to foreign trade, with
the appointment of a health inspector charged with monitoring incoming ships and especially those carrying pilgrims.21
Quarantine in Ibn Uthmân’s travel writings

During the second half of the eighteenth century, a new sultan, Muhammad ibn Abdallah, took power in Morocco, ruling the country from
1757 until 1790. The period under his administration is known as the
‘quiet period’ by medical historians, given the remarkable decline in the
frequency of epidemics – especially of plague – experienced by the population. This was just another effect of the main aim of the sultan, which
was to restructure the state on a new basis.22 His attention was directed
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mainly to increasing tax revenues and strengthening the economy, so
he developed an ambitious foreign trade policy for which he deployed
an active diplomacy towards the European powers, particularly those
of the Mediterranean because of their geographic proximity and close
historical relations.23 To achieve his objectives, he first had to overcome obstacles that prevented the normalisation of these bilateral relations, such as the old troublesome issues of piracy and captives. For
this purpose, he signed treaties with France, Spain, Portugal, Venice,
Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands, through which he achieved a
relevant position for himself and Morocco in the international sphere
– though this did not prevent him from launching military campaigns
against the Spanish and Portuguese enclaves located in the Atlantic and
Mediterranean coasts of the sultanate. As historian Ramón Lourido
summarised, Muhammad III succeeded in ‘taking his country away
from the chaos and isolation in which it found itself, both in relation
to the European and the Muslim world’.24
In this context of diplomatic negotiations, Muhammad III appointed
the makhzen official Muhammad Ibn Uthmân Al-Meknassî to visit the
court of King Carlos III of Spain in 1779. The son of a religious scholar,
Ibn Uthmân Al-Meknassî was born in the old imperial city of Meknes
in the first half of the eighteenth century and received a classical higher
education at the prestigious Qarawîyîn University of Fez. He later
managed to hold an office of secretary in the palace of the sultan, by
whom he would be appointed ambassador three times. After the death
of Muhammad III in 1790, Ibn Uthmân used his experience in the
service of Moulay Al Yazid (1790–92) and his successor Moulay
Slimane. He became very popular among Europeans; the sources testify
that the French consul in Tangier, Louis de Chénier,25 wrote in a letter
to his ambassador that the death of Ibn Uthmân was a great loss to all
the nations of Europe because he was a loyal friend. This letter came
just after Ibn Uthmân had reached the zenith of his diplomatic activities
through his intervention in the signing of the Treaty of Meknes with
Spain on 1 March 1799, one of the most important agreements in
Moroccan history due to its lasting impact on the sultanate’s relations
with Europe during the nineteenth century.26
The main tasks of Ibn Uthmân during his first diplomatic mission as
ambassador to Spain in 1779 were to obtain the freedom of Muslim
captives held in that country, all of them Algerians, as well as to
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negotiate a new treaty of peace and commerce which restored the good
bilateral relations after the Moroccan siege of Melilla in 1774–76 had
interrupted them. He carried out his diplomatic mission in Aranjuez,
the summer residency of King Carlos III located south of Madrid. The
treaty was signed on 30 May 1780.27 Two years later, Ibn Uthmân was
chosen again for a double diplomatic mission, this time to proceed to
Malta for talks with the Grand Master of the Order of the Knights
Hospitaller of St John, Emmanuel de Rohan, who ruled over the
island,28 and also to Naples as ambassador to the court of King Ferdinando IV (1759–1825), son of Carlos III of Spain. The Neapolitan king
eagerly waited for him to negotiate a peace and commerce treaty similar
to that signed in Aranjuez, which would be signed in Naples on 18
October 1782.29 The visit to Malta aimed to obtain the liberation of
Muslim captives, but was also in connection to the devolution by the
sultan of Morocco of merchandise captured by Moroccan pirates to
Maltese merchants in 1779.30
The diplomatic activities of Ibn Uthmân are not, however, the main
subject of this chapter: I have written about them elsewhere.31 My main
purpose here is actually to analyse the ambassador’s personal experiences of the quarantine he underwent in two Mediterranean port cities,
first in Spain’s Ceuta in 1779, then in Valletta, the main port of Malta,
in 1782. Ibn Uthmân became widely known for his travel books in
eighteenth-century Europe. He was among the few Moroccan ambassadors who produced those literary texts known as rihla (travel diaries).
As he left Morocco for the first time in 1779 and began to learn about
different countries and cultures, he started writing his first book Al Iksir
Fî Fîkak Al Asîr (Elixir for the captive’s release), in which he reported
everything he saw and witnessed in Spain.32 He would also leave a valuable travel account that traced his adventure and his diplomatic experiences in Malta in 1782, as well as in the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies,
where he visited Naples and spent a few months in Sicily. This second
book is entitled al Bâdr as-Sâfir lî Hidâyat al-mûsafîr (The full moon
guiding the traveller to release captives from the infidel enemy).33 In
both these publications, quarantine is shown as the first medical–cultural practice which the ambassador was forced to confront in his travels
to European countries. So how did he perceive it? A couple of pages
from his writings allow us to analyse this man’s response – which
embodies Islamic culture on the one hand, and the Moroccan makhzen
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elite’s views on the other – to the sanitary measures taken in Europe to
protect the health of the population and the merchandise of commercial interchange.
The Moroccan ambassador left the imperial city of Rabat, located on
the Atlantic coast, to reach Ceuta (Sebta), the Spanish enclave on the
Strait of Gibraltar, on 13 November 1779. Ibn Uthmân’s first remark in
his writings is about the military fortifications that the Spanish authorities had built around the city during the time of Moulay Ismail’s siege.
To enter the walled city, he had to cross a suspended wooden bridge
attached to chains separating Ceuta from the rest of Morocco. To his
surprise, he was then subjected to quarantine for a period of fourteen
days.34 Local authorities granted him the privilege of undergoing isolation in a villa, which he described as being among the most beautiful
residences of the king of Spain in the city. He began his narration by
giving the following general definition of quarantine, as well as some
details about its actual implementation:
This quarantine, according to them, means that anyone who comes to
them should reside for forty days in a place they have prepared for this
purpose. He can neither go out nor receive anyone to avoid contagion
because they suspected our country – may God protect it – being hit by
the epidemic. However, that was not the case; they establish the quarantine prudently for fear of doubt during this period. Anyone contaminated will not be allowed to enter their territory and a doctor comes to
examine him. Once declared free, he can then access the city and get in
touch with locals. Among their provisions too, if one of their citizens
encounters a person from a foreign country and is suspected to be contaminated, he is also obliged to undergo quarantine … Frankly, they are
too strict in this matter, even food is served from a distance to avoid
physical contact.35

In reality, the health measures applied to Ibn Uthmân in Ceuta were not
that severe, as the ambassador was entitled to receive daily visits from
important figures, such as the governor of the city, General José Orcasitas. His experience was of a sort of a ‘semi-quarantine’ endurance
because the Spanish authorities were keen on showing their respect to
the representative of the sultan of Morocco, a constant during the whole
duration of the ambassador’s travel.36 It is not said in the diary if his
entourage received the same privileged treatment or had to endure a
stricter confinement. In any case, Ibn Uthmân spent fourteen days at
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the villa and twenty-seven days in Ceuta before departing for Cádiz in
mid December, from where he reached Madrid on 12 January 1780. He
walked around the city and described the military fortifications. He also
wrote about military parades which he watched from his residence
every day. Muslim captives went to visit him and he promised to free
them from their imprisonment.
In 1782, the ambassador Ibn Uthmân would again be subjected to a
period of quarantine, this time in the port of Valletta, in Malta. His ship
left Tangier’s bay on 19 March bound for the Spanish port of Cádiz. The
authorities of this city may have exempted him from quarantine, as
nothing else is mentioned in his narrative other than that he was allowed
to disembark upon arrival in port. He described the ceremonies and the
warm welcome the local authorities granted him. In his opinion, such
fine treatment was due to the friendly relations he had struck with the
Spanish authorities during his first mission there in 1779–80.37 Ibn
Uthmân stayed in Cádiz for twenty-six days; then, he boarded a Spanish
ship for Malta. He devoted a few pages of his book to narrate his crossing of the Mediterranean Sea, the risks encountered in the Strait of
Gibraltar and the strong currents of the Gulf of Lion.38 After twenty-two
days of trying navigation, the ambassador and his entourage landed in
Valletta, Malta’s main port. Upon verification of his identity, the Malta
port authorities obliged all of them to undergo a twenty-day quarantine,
which Ibn Uthmân only reluctantly accepted, as shown in the dialogue
with someone who came to meet him on behalf of the Grand Master:
He said: You must purge the quarantine. I replied: Why are you forcing
us to do it while we have come directly from Spain? Contrary to your
suspicion, our country is safe and sound! If it had been otherwise, the
Spaniards would have prohibited us from entering their territory before
you. He replied: It is an obligation for all those who come to us because
you have certainly met the Spanish warships, which in their turn had
contacted a ship from a suspected country … Now you stay under quarantine for twenty days in a mansion prepared for you. I replied: I refuse
to go down and will spend the twenty days on board of my ship.39

Ibn Uthmân also wrote in his diary that the Maltese authorities assigned
a servant to him because of his status as ambassador, a Christian agent
who was sent on board his vessel, specifically to take care of his personal
needs. But he did not approve of this act since, according to the laws of
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quarantine, from the first contact with the ship’s crew and passengers,
this servant would not be allowed to disembark again. Actually, he
suspected that ‘this Christian was there to spy on us and see if we had
a patient we hid on board’.40 To describe Malta’s quarantine, Ibn Uthmân
used the same quotation I extracted from his first travel book, adding a
few particular details about some purification methods applied by the
Maltese health personnel to passengers ‘during quarantine’. He
described, for example, how they subjected them to a process of fumigation, with a kind of incense made out of sulphur with a composition
seemingly made of ‘dog and cat waste’. Also, when a quarantined person
wished to send a letter, they got hold of it by using a wooden stick, and
before opening and reading it, the letter was soaked in vinegar and then
‘fragranced’.41 Once his period of quarantine was finally over, Ibn
Uthmân went ashore and the Maltese authorities prepared for him a
residence which was ‘worthy of his person’. After three days of rest, he
presented his letter of appointment to the Grand Master, for he was
eager to begin the negotiations for the purchase of Muslim captives.42
Quarantine and Ibn Uthmân’s identities

The few precious pages on quarantine contained in Ibn Uthmân’s travel
writings, which present the first-hand testimony of a person from the
southern shore of the Mediterranean Sea in the eighteenth century,
allows us to draw the following conclusions. First, despite his status of
makhzen official and his title of ambassador, Ibn Uthmân was not
exempted from quarantine, especially in Malta. He himself wrote that
the strict Maltese quarantine regulations in vigore at the port of Valletta
were never breached, reinforcing in this way the reputation of Malta’s
lazaretto at that time as a place where the most strict quarantine was
implemented – as John Chircop argues in his Chapter 8 within this
volume.43 With regard to the special treatment that the Spanish authorities granted him in Ceuta (only fourteen days of ‘semi-quarantine’) and
Cádiz (exempted), it seems to us that this was not only due to the
respect they had for the sultan of Morocco, as Ibn Uthmân argued in
his narrative, but also because they were well informed about the epidemic situation in his country of origin, which had been free from
plague during the period 1778–82. It is true that historical sources
confirm the existence of a ‘great famine’ during those years44 – the worst
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of the century in the country according to Raynaud45 – so the European
consuls feared the outbreak of a serious plague epidemic at any moment,
and this would finally occur in 1786. But at the time of Ibn Uthmân’s
travel to Malta, the plague was absent from Morocco.
Second, Ibn Uthmân was the first Moroccan traveller to leave his
readers an account of quarantine in Europe. For a long time before him,
especially during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries,
numerous Moroccans travelled to Europe as emissaries or ambassadors,
some of them leaving records and chronicles of their travel experiences.46 However, neither Muhammad ben Abd Alwahab al Ghassani,
ambassador of the Sultan Moulay Ismail in Spain in 1690, nor Ahmad
al Mehdi Al Ghazzal, ambassador of Sidi Muhammad ibn Abdallah in
the same country in 1766, nor others mention quarantine.47 For us, this
raises the question of the actual standpoint of the makhzen elite of Ibn
Uthmân’s time in relation to some aspects of Christian Europe’s ‘modernisation’. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a division
arose between those who rejected any Western influence and those who
encouraged the state to adopt novelties developed in Europe – including those in medicine and public health. Such division was mainly due
to the dominance of Islamic thought in all spheres of Moroccan society
and administration at that time, especially through the intervention of
the ulama48 (religious experts), given the crucial role they played in
Muslim society – having the power to issue fatwas.49
For example, with regard to quarantine, in the eighteenth century,
Ahmed Ibn Ajiba (1748–1809), a contemporary of Ibn Uthmân, was
among the first who refused all protection measures against epidemics, and especially quarantine. In his manuscript Sîlk ad-dûrar fî dîkr
al-qadâ wâ al- qâdâr,50 he explained his rejection of all measures taken
by ‘man’ to escape ‘one’s fate’, based on the widespread interpretation of
the plague as a punishment from God for human misconduct. Accordingly, ‘man’ would have no other recourse against the disease but God.
In spite of this, when the plague struck Morocco in 1799, he refused
to follow the advice of the authorities and fled from Tetouan, while
all his children succumbed to the epidemic. He himself would die of
plague in 1809. Yet, we often notice that in the eighteenth century
the view of the ulama was the same as that of makhzen officials – and
Ibn Uthmân was one of them – since they had all attended the same
religious schools in the big cities of Morocco (Marrakech, Rabat and
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Meknes) and, of course, the famous Qarawîyîn University in Fez. In this
high institution of learning, the curriculum had remained unchanged
for centuries, revolving around religious studies while scientific knowledge was downplayed – merely a shadow of the golden age of ArabIslamic science.51
Moreover, Ibn Uthmân’s writings reflect considerable concern and
dissatisfaction with quarantine, especially in Malta. In his opinion,
quarantine was an obstacle that came to delay a diplomatic mission he
considered as being particularly ‘noble’ and important because it aimed
to release Muslim captives from the hands of ‘infidel enemies’, and more
precisely from the island of Malta, at the time being perceived as a ‘nest
of pirates’ – such was the expression used in his narrative.52 From this
point of view, quarantine assisted Maltese piracy practices that targeted
shipping/commerce – particularly that flying the Muslim flag – throughout the Mediterranean. This position continued to prevail even during
the second half of the nineteenth century. Muhammad An-Nasiri
(1835–97), a renowned Moroccan historian and statesman, wrote
about quarantine:
Today, if we look at this quarantine, it is clear that it has material and
religious advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, it contributes
to the protection of the countries that use it against the damage caused
by the epidemic, and we notice that this objective is not always achieved.
On the other hand, quarantine touches so obviously and blatantly the
interests of traders and travellers, it also comes to disturb the confidence
and beliefs of people in their destiny …53

To summarise the abovementioned points, I would argue that quarantine, on the one hand, acted as a marker of otherness by which the
Moroccan ambassador Ibn Uthmân Al-Meknassî was identified as a
Muslim, though significant differences existed in the degree of alterity
experienced in Spain and Malta due to the diversity in quarantine procedures and the state of bilateral relations – among other factors. His
subjective opinion on quarantine, on the other hand, was also one of
the means through which Ibn Uthmân situated himself within the
makhzen elite at a time when a division between those who declared
themselves in favour of European-style modernisation and those who
advocated a rejection of European novelties was already visible. In this
sense, although he criticised and loathed the isolation practices he was
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obliged to endure, he seems to have regarded quarantine as a sanitary
measure indicative of the modern era. To understand why he did not
express the need to see it implemented in Morocco we should nevertheless take into account that his travel diaries were originally written
at the request of the sultans themselves, and for this reason they avoided
any real criticism of existing measures in Morocco and refrained from
proposing any changes to things as they were. Somewhat paradoxically,
Ibn Uthmân would die in Marrakech in 1799 during the great plague
epidemic of 1799–1800.54 The introduction of the disease in Morocco
was possible because Sultan Moulay Suleiman refused the suggestion
of the Junta de Cónsules of Tangier to impose sanitary isolation on the
ships carrying pilgrims returning from Mecca. It would not be the last
time, since he allowed the Moroccan hajjis to disembark in 1818, this
time because among them there happened to be his two sons; plague
ravaged Morocco again as it had done two decades earlier.55 The conflict
between quarantine and the religious and class identity of the larger
sector of the makhzen elite was often resolved at the expense of the
former, symbolically overruling those who, as Ibn Uthmân, had been
used to the practice of compromise between his beliefs and ideas and
those of the Europeans.
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